2019 TOPS NATIONAL TESTING

UNEVEN BARS
Please note:
• Uneven Bars is given a value of Ten (10) points.
• Each skill within Uneven Bars will be given a value to add up to Ten (10) points.
• Elements (or combinations) will be given ½ credit if spotted or touched.
• Coaches are allowed to stand near the gymnast (without blocking the view of the tester).
• The figures are a GUIDELINE to assist with learning the routines. There is flexibility
within the text of the routines to allow for choices. NOT ALL of the choices are shown in
the pictures. When in doubt, follow the written word of the text.
• The evaluation emphasis will be on technique, form, execution, and body shape
throughout the major elements.
• When elements are listed as “a. b. c.” etc. it means the gymnast has a choice of which
element to perform.
• ONLY one (1) 8” mat may be placed under the bars.
• The low and high bar must remain at FIG height specifications. The width may be
adjusted; however, the width must stay within the FIG specifications
• Coaches MUST be present between the bars during the warm up AND the routine.
Failure to be present will result in a zero score. A safety spot will be allowed when
needed with no deduction.
• NO re-tests will be permitted.
• Additional matting is recommended.
• When there is more than one sequence, the order of the sequences performed may be
chosen based upon the warm up and number in the squad.
• The direction of turning may be reversed and is indicated by an asterisk (*).

EIGHT (8) YEARS OLD NATIONAL TESTING SKILLS – BARS
TWO (2) Separate SEQUENCES
SEQUENCE ONE (8 yr. old)
1. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward-upward to grasp the low bar with an over-grip, hands shoulder-width
apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs straight and the head neutral. Swing the body forward with legs
together or STRADDLED. At the completion of the forward glide swing, the legs are together, and the hips are fully
extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While
pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar
(body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST to a minimum of 45°
ABOVE HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST

2. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CAST, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and pike at the hips to
execute a forward glide swing, with legs together or STRADDLED. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar
up the legs to the hips to execute a second GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a second CAST to a minimum of
45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks
and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

3. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CAST, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and pike at the hips to
execute a forward glide swing, with legs together (PIKED) or STRADDLED. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull
the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a second GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a second CAST to a minimum of
45° HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

4a. CLEAR HIP CIRCLE (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain
tension throughout the body while pushing. Push the bar towards the lower thighs as the circle
continues. Maintain a hollow-body position, with the head neutral throughout the circle. As the
hips rise, pull on the bar, opening the shoulder angle slightly. Shift the hands to the top of the
bar to execute a CLEAR HIP CIRCLE, finishing in a clear support with the body extended with
a minimum amplitude (angle) of HORIZONTAL. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.

(OR)

4b. BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to
use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral and legs
straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle, taking the
feet off the bar. Shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE with a minimum
amplitude (angle) of HORIZONTAL.

(OR)

4c. BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet outside of the arms to achieve a compressed,
inverted straddle position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head
neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle. Shift the
hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE with a minimum amplitude (angle) of
HORIZONTAL.

5. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CIRCLE, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and pike at the hips to
execute a forward glide swing, with legs together (PIKED) or STRADDLED. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull
the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a third GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a second CAST to HORIZONTAL
with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight, the
arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

6. BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE, JUMP OFF

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to
use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral and legs
straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a
BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE. It is acceptable to bend the knees at the end of the CIRCLE to facilitate the jump off
backward to a controlled landing on the mat.

SEQUENCE TWO (8 yr. old)
Note:
•

The judgement of this SEQUENCE begins with the LONG HANG KIP.

•

Sequence TWO may be performed on either a Single Bar OR Double Bars. The illustration ONLY shows
on the Double Bars.

1a. LONG HANG KIP (Gymnast is lifted to the high bar by the Coach)

From a lift and push from the coach, with the legs together, swing the body, forward and upward near horizontal
(straight line from shoulders to feet).
(ONLY ONE (1) forward swing allowed)
At the completion of the forward swing, quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to
execute a LONG HANG KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.

(OR)

1b. LONG HANG KIP (Gymnast jumps from the low bar)

From a stand on the low bar, immediately jump forward to grasp the high bar while maintaining a straight-hollow
body position. With the legs together, swing the body downward, forward and upward near horizontal (straight line
from shoulders to feet). At the completion of the forward swing, quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the
legs to the hips to execute a LONG HANG KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.

2. CAST (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST TO A MINIMUM OF
HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

3. (*) SWING ½ (180°) TURN DISMOUNT (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

Push the bar backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downward-forward swing begins. The legs are
allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing. Either above the low bar OR as the feet pass the
low bar, push through the shoulders to a tight arch position with the head neutral.
Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the high bar) and aggressively kick forward-upward toward
vertical to execute a SWING ½ (180°) TURN DISMOUNT.
Kick in the direction of the TURN, leading with the toes while maintaining good body alignment. Initiate the ½
(180°) TURN after the body reaches a minimum of horizontal, releasing the bar with one hand, and turning toward
the hand remaining on the bar (this hand must shift and push on the bar). The head remains neutral, with the focus
on the toes during the initial phase of the turn.
During the final stage of the turn, the free hand will make contact with the bar to finish in a mixed grip at a minimum
height of HORIZONTAL. Maintain straight arms throughout.
Immediately push against the bar and release the bar to complete the SWING ½ (180°) TURN DISMOUNT.
Maintain a tight body position in flight to the landing.
ARMS: Optional on landing.
The landing of the DISMOUNT is not judged.

NINE (9) YEARS OLD NATIONAL TESTING SKILLS- BARS
THREE (3) Separate SEQUENCES
SEQUENCE ONE (9 yr. old)
1. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward-upward to grasp the low bar with an over-grip, hands shoulder-width
apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs straight and the head neutral. Swing the body forward with legs
together or STRADDLED. At the completion of the forward glide swing, the legs are together, and the hips are fully
extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While
pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar
(body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST to a minimum of 45°
ABOVE HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

2. 3. 4. 5. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CAST, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and pike at the hips to
execute a forward glide swing, with legs together. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the
hips to execute a second GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a second CAST to a minimum of
45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks
and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.
Repeat the GLIDE KIP CAST to a minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL three (3) more times for a total of five
(5) GLIDE KIP CASTS.

At the completion of the last CAST, push away from the bar to land in a controlled position on the mat.

SEQUENCE TWO (9 yr. old)
1. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward-upward to grasp the low bar with an over-grip, hands shoulder-width
apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs straight and the head neutral. Swing the body forward with legs
together or STRADDLED. At the completion of the forward glide swing, the legs are together, and the hips are fully
extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While
pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar
(body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST to a minimum of 45°
ABOVE HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

2a. CLEAR HIP CIRCLE (Minimum of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL),
CLEAR HIP CIRCLE (Minimum of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. Push the bar towards the lower thighs as the circle continues. Maintain a hollow-body
position, with the head neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise, push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle
slightly. Shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a CLEAR HIP CIRCLE, finishing in a clear support with the
body extended a with a minimum amplitude (angle) of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL. Maintain straight arms and
legs throughout. Drop back from the clear support and repeat a second CLEAR HIP CIRCLE with a minimum
amplitude (angle) of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL.

(OR)

2b.

BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE (Minimum of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL);
BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE (Minimum of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to
use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral and legs
straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle, taking the
feet off the bar. Shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE with a minimum
amplitude (angle) of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL. Drop back from the clear support and repeat a second
BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE with a minimum amplitude (angle) of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL.

(OR)

2c. BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE (Minimum of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL),
BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE (Minimum of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet outside of the arms to achieve a compressed,
inverted straddle position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head
neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle. Shift the
hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE with a minimum amplitude (angle) of
45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL. Drop back from the clear support and repeat a second STALDER CIRCLE with a
minimum amplitude (angle) of 45°ABOVE HORIZONTAL.

2d. TWO (2) DIFFERENT CIRCLE ELEMENTS FROM ABOVE (3a or 3b or 3c)
Refer to 3a, 3b, 3c for illustrations.
(**) 0.20 BONUS awarded for Two (2) DIFFERENT CIRCLE ELEMENTS

3. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CIRCLE, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and pike at the hips to
execute a forward glide swing, with legs together or STRADDLED. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar
up the legs to the hips to execute a third GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a second CAST to HORIZONTAL
with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight-hollow body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight,
the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

4. BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE, LONG HANG KIP, CAST (Minimum of 45°
ABOVE HORIZONTAL)

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to
use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral and legs
straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a
BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE. It is acceptable to bend the knees at the end of the CIRCLE to facilitate the
completion of the circle.
Note: The coach may spot the Jump to the high bar with NO DEDUCTION.
Jump forward to grasp the high bar while maintaining a straight-hollow body position. With the legs together, swing
the body downward, forward and upward near horizontal (straight line from shoulders to feet). At the completion of
the forward swing, quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a LONG HANG
KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST TO A MINIMUM OF 45°
ABOVE HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

5. BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND, BACKWARD GIANT
CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND, BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND
While maintaining extended shoulders, push backward, maintaining a
hollow-body position as the downward-forward swing begins. The legs
are allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing.
Either above the low bar OR as the feet pass the low bar, push through
the shoulders to a tight arch position with the head neutral.

”

“

Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the high bar)
and aggressively kick forward-upward toward vertical to execute a
BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND. The head remains
neutral. The technique performing the element as an accelerated
GIANT CIRCLE with a hollow body shape through vertical is
acceptable.
Repeat a second and third BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO
HANDSTAND.

6.

FLYAWAY STRETCHED / HOLLOW DISMOUNT

Additional matting is suggested.
While maintaining extended shoulders, push backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downwardforward swing begins. The legs are allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing. Either above
the low bar OR as the feet pass the low bar, push through the shoulders to a tight arch position with the head
neutral.
Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the high bar) and aggressively kick forward-upward with
legs/feet together to a hollow-body position with the head neutral, focusing on the toes.
As the feet approach the level of the high bar, release the bar, in a hollow body position maintaining a neutral head
position. The body continues to rise to execute a FLYAWAY DISMOUNT, at a minimum of high bar height in a
STRETCHED / HOLLOW POSITION. Land on the back onto stack mats or into a pit surface.

Upon landing: A coach is allowed to assist (spot) the landing.

SEQUENCE THREE (9 yr. old)
Note:
•

The gymnast moves to a single bar at this time.

•

Sequence THREE MUST be performed on a Single Bar

1. LONG HANG KIP (Gymnast is lifted to the high bar by the Coach)

From a lift and push from the coach, with the legs together, swing the body, forward and upward near horizontal
(straight line from shoulders to feet).
(ONLY ONE (1) forward swing allowed)
At the completion of the forward swing, quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to
execute a LONG HANG KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.

2. CAST (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

While pulling downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST TO A MINIMUM OF
HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

3. THREE (3) TAP SWING WITH ½ (180°) TURNS
(Minimum of HORIZONTAL), DISMOUNT

Note: It is preferred to connect the SWING ½ (180°) TURNS; however, it is allowed to have one (1) tap swing
in between each of the TURNS.
Push the bar backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downward-forward swing begins. The legs are
allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing. During the downward phase push through the
shoulders to a tight arch with the head neutral. The timing of the arch is optional.
Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the bar) and aggressively kick forward-upward toward
vertical to execute a SWING ½ (180°) TURN.
Note: The direction of the TURN is optional.
Kick in the direction of the TURN, leading with the toes while maintaining good body alignment. Initiate the ½
(180°) TURN after the body reaches a minimum of horizontal, releasing the bar with one hand, and turning toward
hand remaining on the bar (this hand must shift and push on the bar). The head remains neutral, with the focus on
the toes during the initial phase of the turn. Re-grasp the bar in an over-grip with the Right hand.
Immediately change the Left hand to an over-grip to prepare for the second SWING ½ (180°) TURN.
Repeat the SWING ½ (180°) TURN two (2) more times for a total of three (3) SWING ½ (180°) TURNS.
At the completion of the last SWING ½ (180°) TURN, DISMOUNT the bar by releasing both hands to drop to a
controlled landing on the matting surface.
ARMS: Optional on landing.
The landing of the DISMOUNT is not judged.

TEN (10) YEARS OLD NATIONAL TESTING SKILLS- BARS
THREE (3) Separate SEQUENCES
SEQUENCE ONE (10 yr. old)
Starting Position: The gymnast begins from a stand inside the bars (on the mat or a board)
facing the low bar.

1. GLIDE KIP, CAST TO HANDSTAND

Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward-upward to grasp the low bar with an over-grip, hands shoulder-width
apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs straight and the head neutral. Swing the body forward with legs
together or STRADDLED. At the completion of the forward glide swing, the legs are together, and the hips are fully
extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While
pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar
(body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST TO HANDSTAND with legs
together.
The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight,
and the head neutral at the completion of the HANDSTAND.

2. GLIDE KIP, CAST TO HANDSTAND WITH (*) ½ (180°) TURN

With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST TO HANDSTAND WITH ½
(180°) TURN with legs together. The technique for ½ (180°) TURN is optional. The gymnast must show a hollow
body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the
completion of the HANDSTAND WITH ½ (180°) TURN.

3. GLIDE KIP, CAST (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CAST TO HANDSTAND WITH ½ (180°) TURN, push the bar away, continuing to open the
shoulder angle and pike at the hips to execute a forward glide swing, with legs together or STRADDLED. Quickly
lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a second GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a second CAST to a minimum of
HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and
abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

4. BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE, LONG HANG KIP, CAST TO HANDSTAND

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to
use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral and legs
straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a
BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE. It is acceptable to bend the knees at the end of the CIRCLE to facilitate the
completion of the CIRCLE and facilitate the jump to the high bar.
Note: The coach may spot the Jump to the high bar with NO DEDUCTION.
Jump forward to grasp the high bar while maintaining a straight-hollow body position. With the legs together, swing
the body downward, forward and upward near horizontal (straight line from shoulders to feet). At the completion of
the forward swing, quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a LONG HANG
KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of
the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down against the
bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST TO HANDSTAND with legs
together. The gymnast must show a straight body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight, the arms and
legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

5. BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND, BACKWARD GIANT
CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND

While maintaining extended shoulders, push backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downwardforward swing begins. The legs are allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing. Either above
the low bar OR as the feet pass the low bar, push through the shoulders to a tight arch position with the head
neutral.
Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the high bar) and aggressively kick forward-upward toward
vertical to execute a BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND. The head remains neutral. The technique
performing the element as an “accelerated GIANT CIRCLE” with a hollow body shape through vertical is
acceptable.
Repeat a second BACKWARD GIANT CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND.

6. FLYAWAY STRETCHED / HOLLOW DISMOUNT

Additional matting is suggested.
While maintaining extended shoulders, push backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downwardforward swing begins. The legs are allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing. Either above
the low bar OR as the feet pass the low bar, push through the shoulders to a tight arch position with the head
neutral.
Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the high bar) and aggressively kick forward-upward with
legs/feet together to a hollow-body position with the head neutral, focusing on the toes.
As the feet approach the level of the high bar, release the bar, in a hollow body position maintaining a neutral head
position. The body continues to rise to execute a FLYAWAY DISMOUNT, at a minimum of high bar height in a
STRETCHED / HOLLOW POSITION. Land on the back onto stack mats or into a pit surface.
Upon landing: A coach is allowed to assist (spot) the landing.

SEQUENCE TWO (10 yr. old)
1. GLIDE KIP, CAST TO HANDSTAND

Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward-upward to grasp the low bar with an over-grip, hands
shoulder-width apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs straight and the head neutral. Swing
the body forward with legs together or STRADDLED. At the completion of the forward glide swing, the
legs are together, and the hips are fully extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the
legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to
arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and
the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward. Push down
against the bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST to a
HANDSTAND with legs together. The gymnast must show a
straight body position with the
buttocks and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head neutral at the completion of the
CAST.

2a. CLEAR HIP CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND, CLEAR HIP CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND
Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward
to initiate the circle around the bar and
maintain tension throughout the body while
pushing. Push the bar towards the lower
thighs as the circle continues. Maintain a
hollow-body position, with the head neutral
throughout the circle. As the hips rise, push
on the bar, opening the shoulder angle
slightly. Shift the hands to the top of the bar
to execute a CLEAR HIP CIRCLE , finishing
in a clear support with the body extended in
a HANDSTAND. Maintain straight arms and
legs throughout. Drop back from the clear
support and repeat a second CLEAR HIP
CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND.

(OR)
2b.

BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND,
BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to
use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral and legs
straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle, taking the
feet off the bar. Shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND.
Drop back from the clear support and repeat a second BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND.

(OR)

2c. BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND,
BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain tension throughout the
body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it must be a “late drop”.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet outside of the arms to achieve a compressed,
inverted straddle position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head
neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), push on the bar, opening the shoulder angle. Shift the
hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND. Drop back from the
clear support and repeat a second BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO HANDSTAND

2d. TWO (2) DIFFERENT CIRCLE ELEMENTS FROM ABOVE (3a or 3b or 3c)
Refer to 3a, 3b, 3c for illustrations.
(**) 0.20 BONUS awarded for Two (2) DIFFERENT CIRCLE ELEMENTS

3. GLIDE KIP; CAST (Minimum of HORIZONTAL)

At the completion of the CIRCLE, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and
pike at the hips to execute a forward glide swing, with legs together or STRADDLED. Quickly lift
the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a third GLIDE KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the
legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral.
Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward.
Push down against the bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to
execute a second CAST to HORIZONTAL with legs together. The gymnast must show a
straight body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and
the head neutral at the completion of the CAST.

4. BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE

Lean / drop / push the shoulders backward to initiate the circle around the bar and maintain
tension throughout the body while pushing. The technique for the drop optional; however, it
must be a “late drop”. It is NOT acceptable to use a “step-in” technique for the drop. This would
result in a leg separation deduction.
Close the hip angle under the bar (late drop) bringing the feet inside of the arms to achieve a
compressed, inverted pike position with a rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the
rounded torso with head neutral and legs straight throughout the circle. As the hips rise
(upswing), shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE. It is
acceptable to bend the knees at the end of the CIRCLE to facilitate the completion of the
CIRCLE.

SEQUENCE THREE (10 yr. old)
Note:
•

The gymnast moves to a single bar at this time.

•

Sequence THREE MUST be performed on a Single Bar

1. LONG HANG KIP, CAST TO HANDSTAND (Gymnast is lifted to the high
bar by the Coach)

From a lift and push from the coach, with the legs together, swing the body, forward and upward
near horizontal (straight line from shoulders to feet).
(ONLY ONE (1) forward swing allowed)
At the completion of the forward swing, quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs
to the hips to execute a LONG HANG KIP.
While pushing downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front support with the
legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral.
Maintain straight arms and legs throughout.
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward-upward.
Push down against the bar, by extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to
execute a CAST to a HANDSTAND with legs together. The gymnast must show a straight
body position with the buttocks and abdominals tight, the arms and legs straight, and the head
neutral at the completion of the CAST.

2. 3 (THREE) TAP SWINGS WITH ½ (180°) TURNS (Minimum of 45° ABOVE
HORIZONTAL), DISMOUNT

Note: It is preferred to connect the SWING ½ (180°) TURNS; however, it is allowed to have one
(1) tap swing in between each of the TURNS.
Push the bar backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downward-forward swing
begins. The legs are allowed to remain together or straddled on the downward swing. During
the downward phase, push through the shoulders to a tight arch with the head neutral. The
timing of the arch is optional.
Maintain this arched position through the bottom (under the bar) and aggressively kick forwardupward toward vertical to execute a SWING ½ (180°) TURN to a minimum of 45° ABOVE
HORIZONTAL.
Note: The direction of the TURN is optional.
Kick in the direction of the TURN, leading with the toes while maintaining good body alignment.
Initiate the ½ (180°) TURN after the body reaches a minimum of horizontal, releasing the bar
with one hand, and turning toward the hand remaining on the bar (this hand must shift and push
on the bar). The head remains neutral, with the focus on the toes during the initial phase of the
turn. Re-grasp the bar in an over-grip with the Right hand.
Immediately change the Left hand to an over-grip to prepare for the second SWING ½ (180°)
TURN.
Repeat the SWING ½ (180°) TURN to a minimum of 45° ABOVE HORIZONTAL two (2) more
times for a total of three (3) SWING ½ (180°) TURNS.
At the completion of the last SWING ½ (180°) TURN, DISMOUNT the bar by releasing both
hands to drop to a controlled landing on the matting surface.
ARMS: Optional on landing.
The landing of the DISMOUNT is not judged.

